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Abstract

I. INTRODUCTION

The subject of study is the possibility to use for cadastral work
on the filling of state and municipal information resources the
parameters of transition between plane coordinate systems
according to developed and approved documentation on
territory planning within the boundaries of several cadastral
blocks. The article considers the necessity to calculate the
parameters of transition between coordinate systems for
cadastral works, surveying, and monitoring within localities,
integrate municipal geoinformation systems and registers in
geoinformation systems, as well as registers of higher territorial
coverage. Foreign experience in restoring land-use boundaries
is given, regardless of the coordinate systems used. According
to the planning project of cadastral blocks No. 305005, 305006,
305009, 305010, 305011, 305012, 305015, 305016, 305019
within the boundaries of cadastral sector No. 24 of cadastral
district No. 35, 12 reference points were selected, the
coordinates of which are known in the city false grid system
and the local regional system. The data points are used to
calculate the parameters of transition from a false grid to a
regional system: the rotation angle of coordinate axes, the scale
factor, and the origin coordinates of a false grid system in the
regional one. Based on the obtained mean square error (for the
axes rotation angle – 1.34 angular seconds, for the origin –
0.007 m), it was established that the accuracy of the definition
of transition parameters between two planar coordinate systems
documentation for planning the territory of several city blocks
is sufficient.

At present, when applied to engineering and geodetic surveys,
topographic, cadastral and land surveying works in the same
territory, different coordinate systems can be applied and used:
local, city, local for the Unified State Register of Real Estate
(USRRE). The USRRE has been maintained by the Federal
Service for State Registration, Cadastre and Cartography since
2017, after merging the State Real Estate Cadastre and the
Unified State Register of Immovable Property. Data on real
estate objects have a geospatial reference – the measured points
of the contours are defined in a special coordinate system
created for the USRRE and can be combined with planning and
cartographic material and remote sensing data, materials of
engineering and geodetic surveys carried out to justify the
construction of capital objects. However, for such
transformations, transition keys or transition parameters
between two planar rectangular coordinate systems operating
in the same area may not always be known or obtained quickly
enough.
These problems are especially prevalent on urbanized lands –
the lands of populated areas. This is due both to the active
turnover of land and its use and to the higher accuracy of the
description of the land and real estate, including capital
construction objects, as compared to other lands. Thus, for
example, the mean square error of determining the location of
a land plot on a city territory to the point of the initial geodetic
basis is 0.10 m, for lands under the objects of industry,
transport, communication, and other similar special purposes –
0.50 m, for lands of agricultural purpose – 2.50 m, and for lands
of the forest fund and water fund – 5.00 m.

Keywords: Unified State Real Estate Register, Cadastre, Local
Coordinate System, Land Surveying, Data Points, Regional
Coordinate System

Thus, the article considers the possibility of using information
related to the graphic part of the planning documentation
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developed for a certain urban area to determine the transition
parameters: the territory planning project and the territory
surveying project. One of the main tasks is to determine the
sufficiency of the accuracy of determining the transition
parameters between two planar coordinate systems for
documentation on the territory planning of several city blocks.

-

- the scaling factor m [7; 1].

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODS
Conversion of coordinate systems is now an urgent issue for the
territories where work on land monitoring is carried out,
documentation on their development is developed, municipal
registers with the introduction of geographic information
systems (GIS) are maintained [4], construction of a network of
permanent base stations and introduction of global navigation
satellite systems are carried out to automate the process of
topographic and cadastral surveying [8]. The issue of
coordinate and cartographic support is quite acute when
integrating several spatially linked databases and registers at
the municipal level in different coordinate systems within one
large regional GIS [10].

Fig.1. Elements for transforming one plane coordinate system
into another.

Also, in the works by foreign and domestic scientists, the
necessity of constant modernization and specification of the
coordinate systems applied to land surveying and cadastre is
specified. It is specified that it is possible to use long-term
objects on the ground, such as the corners of contours of capital
construction projects, as the coordinate basis for federal and
municipal information resources, with sufficient accuracy in
determining their location [9] to minimize the work on the
verification of registers in connection with changes in
coordinate systems in a territorial entity. It seems reasonable to
apply some foreign experience of cadastral works on the
establishment and restoration of borders of land uses in part of
the application as an initial geodetic basis of the long-term signs
fixing already placed lands that can promote the reduction of a
number of register errors arising due to the "overlay" of an
newly marked area on the already placed cadastral account, in
particular, because of the recalculation of coordinates at the
transition to a new cadastre coordinate basis and the loss of
points of state geodetic networks from which coordinates were
previously determined [6]. At such long-term fixation of
borders, the lost boundary markers can be restored quickly
enough by linear measurements [3] irrespective of coordinate
systems operating in the given area.

The sufficiently full account of the scale factor value is
necessary not only at the transition from a spherical surface of
the Earth (coordinates: latitude and longitude) to a plane
(coordinates in meters) [2] but also at the transition between
two plane coordinate systems. The rotation angle of the
coordinate axes θ is typical both for the border areas of the
adjacent coordinate zones in the zonal coordinate systems [5]
and in general for the work areas where false grid and local
coordinate systems are used for convenience.

Fig. 1 shows the transition elements from one plane coordinate
system to another:

Part of the initial information for the development of the
surveying project and cadastral work (land inventory materials,
previously carried out engineering and geodetic surveys, layout
drawings, architectural and planning solutions) can be available
only in the city false grid system, and the USRRE is maintained
in the local regional system. Since all land plots formed after
the approval of the draft area plan are located inside the
perimeter of the approved building line boundaries, the
transition parameters between coordinate systems obtained
from the building line coordinates can be applied to calculate

-

the axis rotation angle θ of the second coordinate
system (X'O'Y') relative to the first coordinate system
(XOY);

-

offset of the coordinate origin: coordinates of the
origin of the second coordinate system 0’ in the first
coordinate system X0’ and Y0’;

The study should determine the possibility and accuracy of
determining the parameters of transition between the city false
grid system and the local regional system. In the twodimensional transition method, the coordinates of two or more
change points are required – points for which the coordinates
are calculated in the first and second systems. The coordinates
of such points and the points themselves were obtained from
the project of planning and surveying, approved by Resolution
No. 462 of the Vologda City Administration of April 23, 2019.
Following the provisions of land management and urban
planning legislation, the boundaries of building lines and
blocks are set in the draft area plan. Further, the project of land
surveying within the block boundaries sets the location and
coordinates of measured points of land plots to be formed
during cadastral works and entering information about land
plots in the USRRE.
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the land plot coordinates.

The scaling factor is calculated from the distances S and S':

For the calculation of transition parameters based on the
coordinates of the ends of one segment – two data points 1 and
2 in city false grid system and local regional system, the inverse
geodetic problem is solved. The coordinate increments in both
systems are calculated (Fig. 2):

m

By coordinate increments, the solution of the inverse geodetic
problem calculates two reference angles in both coordinate
systems  and ’:

X1 2  X 2  X1 ;
X

/

 X 2  X1,
/

1 2

S'
.
S

/

Y1 2  Y2  Y1 ;
Y /1 2  Y2/  Y1/ ,

1/ 2  arctg

Y1/ 2
,
X 1/ 2

1 2  arctg

Y1 2
.
X 1 2

Based on the calculated directive angles  and ’ in both
coordinate systems, the rotation angle θ between the first and
second systems is calculated:

where: X1 and Y1, X'1, and Y'1 are plane rectangular coordinates
of the origin of a segment in both coordinate systems, m; X2
and Y2, X'2, and Y'2 are plane rectangular coordinates of the end
of a segment, m.

  1/2  12 .
After calculating the scale factor m and the angle of rotation of
coordinate axes θ, solving the direct geodetic problem, there are
coordinates X0' and Y0' of the first coordinate system origin in
the second system (Fig. 1):

X 0'  X1  mS1 0 cos(1 0   ) ;

Y0'  Y1  mS1 0 sin(1 0   ) .
For monitoring, the coordinates X0/ and Y0/ are calculated using
the distance S2-0.
Further, the general working formulas can [7] be used to
calculate the coordinates:

X i/  X 0/  X i mcos  Yi m sin  ;
Yi/  Y0/  Yi m cos   X i m sin  .
Several data points were selected from the area surveying
project, the rotation angle of the coordinate axes and the scaling
factor were calculated several times, and accuracy was
assessed. The origin coordinates of one coordinate system in
another system were also calculated several times, the mean
square error was determined, and it was compared with the
standard limit value.

Fig.2. Elements of the forward and reverse geodetic task for
calculation of parameters of the transition of one plane
coordinate system into another.

Two horizontal distances (distance between points) in both S
and S' coordinate systems are calculated by coordinate
increments:

S /  X 1/22  Y1/ 22

;

S  X 122  Y12 2

.

III. RESULTS
The project of planning and area surveying, approved by the
Resolution No. 462 of the Vologda City Administration of
April 23, 2019, applies to the territory of cadastral blocks No.
305005, 305006, 305009, 305010, 305011, 305012, 305015,
305016, 305019 within the boundaries of cadastral sector No.
24 of cadastral district No. 35. Six pairs of data points 32 and
100, 150 and 45, 99 and 39, 163 and 13, 38 and 178, 160 and
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average value θAV were calculated. Data are shown in Table 1.

15 from the building line drawing were selected to calculate the
transition parameters between the city false grid system and the
local regional system (Fig. 2).

Table 1. Calculation of the average rotation angle of the
coordinate axes θAV
Rotation angle of the coordinate
axes

Side

θi
32-100

-1°8’50,8”

150-45

-1°8’50,7”

99-39

-1°8’48,6”

163-13

-1°8’50,3”

38-178

-1°8’50,9”

160-15

-1°8’52,8”

θAV

-1°8’50,7”

The mean square error mθ, determining the rotation angle of the
city false grid relative to the local regional coordinate system,
was calculated using the Bessel formula:

m 

 (

i

 AV )2
5

 1.34 .

The length of the side 32-100, calculated by the coordinates of
points in the city false grid system, was:

SL32100  ( X100  X 32 )2  (Y100  Y32 )2  1557.345 (m) ,
Fig.3. Location of data points within the boundaries of
cadastral blocks No. 305005, 305006, 305009, 305010,
305011, 305012, 305015, 305016, 305019.

the length of 32-100 in the local regional coordinate system:

SR32100  ( X100  X 32 )2  (Y100  Y32 )2  1557.340 (m) .
The scale factor for the transition from the city false grid to the
local regional coordinate system m, calculated using the 32-100
side, was:

The following indexes are accepted to indicate the coordinate
systems below:
- L – city false grid system;

m

- R – local regional coordinate system for the USRRE.
The directional angle of the line 32-100 in the city coordinate
system, calculated by solving the inverse geodesic problem,
was:

For each of the sides 32 and 100, 150 and 45, 99 and 39, 163
and 13, 38 and 178, 160 and 15, the scale factors mi and the
mean value mAV were calculated. Data are shown in Table 2.

X100  X 32
1445.09
 arctg
 1586'45.8"
Y100  Y32
580.55

Table 2. Calculation of the scale factor

The directional angle of the line 32-100 in the local regional
coordinate system for maintaining the USRRE is:
 R32100

Side

X  X 32
1433.17
 arctg 100
 arctg
 15657 '55"
Y100  Y32
609.37

The angle of rotation between the city false grid and local
regional coordinate systems θ, calculated through the side 32100, is:

   L32100   R32100  1850.8 .
For each of the sides 32 and 100, 150 and 45, 99 and 39, 163
and 13, 38 and 178, 160 and 15, the rotation angles θi and their
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Side lengths, m

Scale factor

SL

SR

mi

32-100

1557.345

1557.340

0.999997

150-45

950.414

950.426

1.000013

99-39

1124.427

1124.410

0.999985

163-13

940.746

940.743

0.999997

38-178

1319.054

1319.056

1.000002

160-15

1059.709

1059.715

1.000006

mAV

0.9999997

 L32100  arctg

S R 1557.340

 0.999997 .
S L 1557.345
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The origin coordinates of the city false grid system in the local
regional system (XR0 and YR0) through the coordinates of the
change point in the local system – the point 32 with the
coordinates XR32 and YR32, the origin coordinates 0 of the city
system in the city coordinate system XL0=0.00 (m) and
YL0=0.00 (m), the length 32-0 in the city coordinate system
SL32-0, the directional angle of the line 32-0 αL32-0, taking the
rotation angle of the local regional coordinate system relative
to the city false grid system θ=-1°8’50,7” and the scale factor
m=0.999997, are computed as follows:

S

320
L

points (point 163) S0-163=1572.868 (m) to the distance to each
of the data points.
The sum of weights has been calculated from Table 2:
ΣPi = 8.96304469,
the sum of products of the abscissas of the origin of the city
false grid system in the local regional system:
Σ XR0i · Pi = 3170604.656 (m)
and the sum of products of ordinates of the origin of the city
false grid system in the local regional system:

 ( X  X )  (Y  Y )  2156.197 (m) ;
0
L

32 2
L

 L320  arctg

X X
Y Y
0
L
0
L

0
L

32
L
32
L

32 2
L

Σ YR0i · Pi = 20849971.12 (m).

 23411 33.3 ;

The weighted average coordinates of the origin of the city false
grid system in the local regional system:

X R0  X R32  mSL320 (cos  L320   )  3741.922 (m) ;

X

0
R

0
Ri i
i

YR0  YR32  SL320 (sin  L320   )  6215.229 (m) .
Y

0
R

Similarly, the origin coordinates of the city false grid system in
the local regional system are calculated through the remaining
change points 13, 15, 38, 39, 45, 99, 100, 150, 160, 163, 178,
the coordinates of which are also obtained from the draft area
plan approved by the Vologda City Administration Resolution
No. 915 of July 22, 2019. The calculated coordinate values and
their Pi weight are given in Table 3.

0
Ri i
i

The mean square error in determining the origin location of the
city false grid system in the local regional system Mt and the
mean square errors in determining the location on the
coordinate axes mX and mY through 12 data points were:

mX 

Table 3. Calculated Coordinate Values XR0 And YR0 of the
Origin of the City False Grid System in the Local Regional
System, Calculated Through 12 Data Points
Points relative
to which
coordinates
are defined

 X P  3741.922 (m) ;

P
 Y P  6215.234 (m) .

P

mY 

Coordinates, m; weight

(X

0
R

 X Ri0 )

11

 (Y

0
R

 YRi0 )

11

 0.004 (m) ;

 0.005 (m) ;

X0Ri

Y0Ri

Pi

M t  mX2  mY2  0.007 (m) .

13

3741.917

6215.232

0.63574265

15

3741.921

6215.232

0.62360188

32

3741.922

6215.229

0.72946396

38

3741.921

6215.240

0.70967806

39

3741.932

6215.227

0.67658326

45

3741.919

6215.243

0.63427902

The mean square error in determining coordinates during
cadastral works in the territory of localities following the values
approved by the regulatory authority in the field of cadastral
activities must not exceed 0.100 meters. The obtained error
value is 0.007 meters less than the limit value. Thus, the
definition of transition parameters between plane coordinate
systems on documentation on territory planning for cadastral
activity in the given territory is admissible [12-24].

99

3741.924

6215.235

0.66042964

100

3741.921

6215.232

0.67319488

150

3741.921

6215.233

0.95329551

160

3741.919

6215.235

0.99198149

163

3741.920

6215.233

1.00000000

178

3741.930

6215.241

0.67479434

IV. CONCLUSION
There are many federal information resources in the territory of
Russia, including linked to such databases geographically [2533]. The USRRE is an example of such an information resource
[34-47].
In the project of planning and surveying of the territory of
cadastral blocks No. 305005, 305006, 305009, 305010,
305011, 305012, 305015, 305016, 305019 within the
boundaries of cadastral sector No. 24 of cadastral district No.
35, approved by the decree of the Vologda City Administration,

The Pi weight in calculations is the ratio of the smallest distance
from the origin of the coordinate system to one of the data
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12 data points were selected for calculating the parameters of
the transition from the city false grid system to the local
regional one:

activities in territorial entities, the dissertation author's
abstract for the degree of candidate of technical sciences.
2015;25.00.26:24 p.

- the coordinate axes rotation angle of coordinate systems θ;

[10] Anisimov NV, Bely AV, Maksutova NK.
Geoinformation and cartographic support of
environmental, economic and social aspects of
sustainable development of the Vologda region,
Interkarto. Intergis. 2019;25(1):89-101.

- the scaling factor m;
- the origin coordinates of the city false grid system in the local
regional system XR0 and YR0.

[11] Dokka Z, Liubov N, Filatova I. Problems of oil refining
industry development in russia. International Journal of
Engineering Research and Technology.2020;13(2):267270.

The mean square error of determining the rotation angle of the
city false grid to the local regional coordinate system was
mθ=1.34". The mean square error of determining the origin
location of the city false grid system in the local regional
system was Mt=0.007 meters. The resulting error value of 0.007
meters did not exceed the limit value of such an error of 0.100
meters.

[12] Novikova NV, Barmuta KA, Kaderova VA, Il DP,
Abdulov RE, Aleksakhin AV. Planning of new products
technological mastering and its influence on economic
indicators of companies. International Journal of
Economics and Financial Issues. 2016;6(8S).

Thus, the main task of the study was fulfilled: it was found that
the accuracy of determining the transition parameters between
the two plane coordinate systems for the documentation on the
planning of the territory of several city blocks was sufficient
for cadastral activities aimed at providing information support
for maintaining state registers within the boundaries of these
blocks.

[13] Glotko AV, Polyakova AG, Kuznetsova MY,
Kovalenko KE, Shichiyakh RA, Melnik MV. Main
trends of government regulation of sectoral
digitalization. Entrepreneurship and Sustainability
Issues. 2020;7(3):2181-95.
[14] Shagiakhmetov A, Tananykhin D, Terleev A.
Development of water-shutoff composition on the basis
of carboxymethyl cellulose for fractured and fracturedporous oil and gas reservoirs. Acta Technica CSAV
(Ceskoslovensk Akademie Ved). 2018;63(3):475-80.
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